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a b s t r a c t

The formation energies of various defect configurations of He and H atoms in W were estimated based on
the density functional theory. A special consideration was given to the coexistence of the He and H atoms
at the presence of the vacancy and vacancy cluster in W. A single He atom favors a substitutional site,
while a H atom spontaneously incorporates at an interstitial site with the negative formation energy.
When He and H are present close to each other, they form an interstitial pair, occupying relaxed tetrahe-
dral sites. When He, H and a vacancy coexist within a unit cell of W, however, He occupies the vacancy
site then the Hesub–Htet pair is predicted to be the lowest energy configuration. At the presence of a
nearby vacancy cluster, He atoms occupy the vacant space while H atoms move slightly toward W.

� 2008 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

Tungsten has been considered as one of the candidates for plas-
ma-facing materials in a fusion reactor, which is exposed to high
fluxes of plasma. Therefore, the accumulation and retention of
helium and hydrogen in tungsten are one of the prime concerns
in fusion materials research. The deleterious effects of He and H
on the properties of metals and alloys have been well known and
extensively documented. The degree of damage is more profound
under high-energy irradiation that generates significant concentra-
tions of transmuted H and He [1]. In the case of irradiated tungsten,
the resulting damages include various microscopic defects such as
surface modifications, erosions, and formations of craters, clusters
and bubbles [2–10].

Numerous computational works have been also performed to
understand the atomic scale phenomena such as defect configura-
tions in W. The first-principles calculations [11–14], molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations [14–16], kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC)
simulations [14], and the rate theory [17] have been undertaken
to investigate the vacancy, interstitial defects, cluster formation
of He or H. In fact, He and H are present simultaneously in W after
irradiation, however, the atomic scale simulations on the coexis-
tence of the He and H atoms have seldom studied so far.

In the present work, we focus of the energetics of the coexis-
tence of the He and H atoms to estimate their simultaneous behav-
ior in W. The first-principles calculation based on the density
functional theory (DFT) was performed to estimate the formation
energies of various defect configurations of He and H atoms includ-
ing the coexistence of He and H atoms at the presence of a vacancy
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or a 6-vacancy cluster in W. These results are expected to provide
basic understanding of the atomic-scale behavior of He and H in W.
2. Computational method

A 4 � 4 � 4 supercell of body centered cubic (bcc) W containing
128 atoms was generated as a base structure for the simulation
studies to minimize the interactions with adjacent images of de-
fects caused by the periodic boundary condition. All calculations
were carried out within DFT using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation
Package (VASP) [18,19]. The electron–ion interactions were de-
scribed by projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials [20,21].
To calculate the exchange-correlation energy of electrons, the Per-
dew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) parameterization [22,23] within gen-
eralized-gradient approximation (GGA) was employed. The lattice
constant of the bulk bcc W was estimated to be 3.171 Å, which
agrees well with the experimental value of 3.165 Å [24].

An energy cutoff of 400 eV and the k-point meshes of 4 � 4 � 4
by the Monkhorst–Pack scheme [25] were used to achieve an accu-
racy of total energy within 10 meV/atom. Brillouin zone integra-
tion was performed using the tetrahedron method with Blöchl
corrections [26]. Spin-unpolarized calculation was performed since
the spin polarization did not affect the total energy and the atomic
positions. Atomic positions of each configuration were fully re-
laxed. When necessary, however, some calculations were also per-
formed with a certain atomic positions fixed. The formation
energies of various defect configurations, Ef

defect, were defined as

Ef
defect ¼ Etot

system � E128
W

N
128

� �
� nHeEHe � nHEH ð1Þ

where Etot
system is the total energy of the system with defects, N, nHe,

nH are the numbers of W, He and H atoms, E128
W is the total energy
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Fig. 1. Two-dimensional schematics on the atomic relaxations of the Hetet–Htet-
vacancy in W. Open and filled circles are W vacancies and W atoms. Open and filled
squares and triangles are the initial and final position of He and H, respectively. The
positions of the initial and final He are identical in (b) and those of H are identical in
(c), respectively.
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of a perfect 4 � 4 � 4 supercell of bcc W with 128 atoms, and EHe, EH

are energies of He and H atom, respectively.

3. Results and discussion

The formation energies of various single defects in W are sum-
marized in Table 1. The bulk bcc W was taken as the reference state
for the calculations of all single-defect systems. For calculating de-
fect formation energies, all atomic positions were fully relaxed ex-
cept the He and H atoms at the octahedral sites. The full relaxation
with He or H atom at the octahedral site did not converge. The re-
sults are in good agreement with other calculation results [11,13]
and in fair agreement with experiments [27].

For He, the substitutional site is the most favorable over the tet-
rahedral and octahedral sites. For H, on the contrary, the tetrahe-
dral interstitial is the most preferred site over the substitutional
and octahedral sites. It is noteworthy that the formation energy
of Htet and Hoct is negative, which implies the formation of a bond
between H and W. As far as the authors’ knowledge, the study on
the defect formation energy of H in W has seldom reported.

In order to find a stable configuration of interstitial He and H
when their distance is less than the length of the unit cell of W,
eight symmetrically different initial configurations (not shown)
were tested. In all cases, both He and H atom were relaxed in the
adjacent tetrahedral sites with each other regardless of their initial
configurations of the tetrahedral or octahedral site. The equilib-
rium bond distance and the formation energy of Hetet–Htet pair
were estimated to be 1.65 Å and 3.66 eV, respectively. Note that
this formation energy is lower than that of the isolated He in W,
which suggests that the existence of He in the vicinity of H is more
favorable. In fact, the affinity of He and H in W was confirmed by
the binding energy of Hetet–Htet, which was estimated to be
0.14 eV. This binding energy was obtained from the difference be-
tween the total energy of the system when the distance between
the Hetet and Htet was the half of the body-diagonal of the
4 � 4 � 4 supercell (the maximum distance in this supercell) and
that when the Hetet–Htet pair was formed.

The configurations of He–H pair in the presence of nearby va-
cancy are shown in Fig. 1. The open and filled circles represent
W vacancies and W atoms, while the open and filled squares and
triangles denote the initial and final positions of He and H atoms,
respectively.

Fig. 1(a) shows the relaxed configuration of H–He-vacancy com-
plex when the three defects are located in a unit cell of W. The re-
sults indicate that, if He atom and H atom are in the same unit cell
at the presence of nearby vacancy, He atom relaxes into the va-
cancy while H atom prefers to stay in the relaxed tetrahedral site
close to the He atom. The final configuration is a Hesub–Htet pair
occupying the vacancy site. The formation of this relaxed Hesub–
Htet pair, which started from the Hetet–Htet-vacancy, was regarded
Table 1
Summary of the formation energies of the single defects in W

Configuration Formation energy (eV/defect)

This study Other study Experimental

v 3.36 3.40 [11] 3.6 [27]
3.11 [13]

Hesub 5.00 4.70 [13] NA
Hetet 6.23 6.16 [13] NA
Heoct(F) 6.48 6.38 [13] NA
Hsub 0.92 NA NA
Htet �2.47 NA NA
Hoct(F) �2.07 NA NA

v; vacancy, sub; substitutional site, tet; tetrahedral site, oct; octahedral site, F; Only
the octahedral atomic position is fixed, and NA; not available.
as the lowest energy configuration and their formation energy was
estimated to be 1.48 eV. In addition, the binding energy of Hesub–
Htet pair was calculated to be 1.03 eV, which is more than 7 times
higher than that of Hetet–Htet pair, supporting that this configura-
tion is more stable.

Fig. 1(b) indicates that He atom does not move toward a va-
cancy when its distance from the vacancy is larger than the length
of the unit cell. In this case one can distinguish three point defects;
single vacancy and tetrahedral He and tetrahedral H, respectively.
Since He atom occupies tetrahedral site and its interaction with H
is small, the formation energy of this configuration is 5.76 eV that
is 4.28 eV higher than that for the configuration presented in
Fig. 1(a). The He atom should overcome the energy barrier gener-
ated by neighboring W atoms in order to occupy the vacancy site
from this initial configuration. On the contrary, if the distance be-
tween He and the vacancy is smaller than the unit cell length, He
atom spontaneously occupies the vacancy site even when H atom
is located farther than the unit cell length as shown in Fig. 1(c). The
formation energy of this configuration is estimated to be 2.43 eV
which is 0.95 eV higher than that of Fig. 1(a). The formation energy
of He–H-vacancy complex is critically determined by whether the
He atom occupies the vacancy site or not. In all cases, H atom pre-
fers to stay at a tetrahedral site even when a vacancy is present
within the unit cell length of W. They could provide the general
tendency about the relative movement of He and H atoms with
each other and their preference toward vacancy.

To clarify the above tendency further with more complex situ-
ation, a 4 � 4 � 4 supercell of W with octahedral 6-vacancy cluster
surrounded by 4 He atoms and 4 H atoms was constructed as
shown in Fig. 2(a). He and H atoms are positioned at the face cen-
ters in order to have an equal probability to move with respect to
the location of vacancies. In this configuration, the number of
vacancies was set less than the total number of He and H atoms
to create some competition between He and H atoms. Fig. 2(b)
shows the configuration after the full relaxation. All four He atoms
moved toward the vacancy cluster and formed a 4-atom cluster of
a square shape, while all four H atoms stayed away from the vacan-
cies and relaxed slightly toward W atoms. Note that He atoms do
not occupy the vacancy sites but are located at the inter-vacancy
positions. The formation energy of this relaxed configuration is
3.44 eV, which is comparable with that of single vacancy shown
in Table 1. In consistent with the results of the He and H with
one vacancy in Fig. 1, the results clearly demonstrated the
quite different behavior between He and H atoms toward vacan-
cies. In this study, the behavior of He and H atoms at the pres-
ence of vacancies in W was explained only in terms of energetic



Fig. 2. Schematics of a part of 4 � 4 � 4 supercell of W with 6-vacancy cluster,
4 He, and 4 H; (a) unrelaxed (b) relaxed.
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consideration. Further studies such as electron density consider-
ation, path search by the nudged elastic band (NEB) method [28]
are needed to have better understanding.

4. Summary

Energetics of various defect configurations of He and H atoms
with the presence of a vacancy or a vacancy cluster in W were
examined by using the first-principles calculations based on DFT.

1. A single He atom favors the substitutional site to the interstitial
site in W, while a single H atom spontaneously occupies a
relaxed interstitial site with the negative formation energies.
For H atom, the tetrahedral site is the most favorable.

2. When He and H are present within the same unit cell of W, both
atoms relax to occupy the adjacent tetrahedral sites with each
other.

3. If He atom and H atom are located in the same unit cell with the
presence of a nearby single vacancy, He atom readily occupies
the vacancy site, while H atom prefers to stay in the relaxed tet-
rahedral site.

4. At the presence of a nearby vacancy cluster, He atoms readily
occupy the vacant space while H atoms move slightly toward W.
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